
 
Minutes for Treasure Valuation Committee Meeting –4

th
 February 2015 

 
The meeting will be held in the Board Room at the British Museum on Wednesday, 4th February 
2015 at 11:00 am. All finds will be available from 10:15am.    
 
Reminder:  When you arrive, please go to the Contractor’s Desk to collect your pass.  Make your 
way past the cloak room to the lift in Room 6.  There should be a member of staff there to meet you. 
 

Present: 

 

Committee                 British Museum                 DCMS                         Apologies 

Colin Renfrew          Roger Bland                        Mark Caldon 
Harry Bain           Becky Dobson              
Jim Brown                   Gail Hammond 
Marian Campbell         Janina Parol               
Ian Carradice               Ian Richardson 
Peter Clayton 
Hetty Gleave 
Tim Pestell 
 
 
Item 1: Minutes of the meeting of Wednesday, 17

th
 December 2014 – Passed as a true record of 

the meeting. 
 
 

Item 2: Objects 
 
Bronze Age 
 
1. Bronze Age base metal hoard (10) from Marloes and St Brides, Pembrokeshire (13.01)   

The provisional valuer suggested £0. The Committee inspected the hoard in light of this and 
acknowledged the poor state of its components, but felt that their cultural interest warranted a small 
commercial value.  The Committee recommended £10. National Museum Wales hopes to acquire. 
 
2. Bronze Age base metal hoard (8) from Rampside area, Cumbria (2014 T205; LANCUM-

4118A0) 
The provisional valuer suggested £380. The finder and landowner supplied comments, expressing 
dissatisfaction with the provisional valuation. The Committee considered the letter from the finder 
and landowner as it viewed the hoard.  The Committee felt the provisional valuer’s suggestions were 
accurate, and agreed that the suggestions were well-informed by similar material that members had 
seen at antique fairs.  In the absence of auction comparanda, it was felt that such evidence provided a 
useful approximation of the value of this material. It was further observed that the historic interest of 
such a find, such as the rarity of a specific axe-type in that part of the country, does not necessarily 
translate into commercial value. The values suggested were felt to adequately account for the historic 
interest in the material, as well as its provenance. As to the suggestion that the value of the hoard 
should be greater than a sum of its parts, the Committee disagreed, and pointed out that its valuations 
of hoards were always based on the value of their components. In the rare circumstance where a 
hoard might attain ‘celebrity’ status, as might be said about the Staffordshire Hoard, a very small 
premium was added to the value of each item because of its association with the hoard. The 
Rampside area Hoard was not seen to fall in this category.   
 
In agreement with the provisional valuer, the Committee recommended £380. The Dock Museum, 
Barrow-in-Furness, hopes to acquire. 
 
3. Bronze Age Assemblage from Horton, Berkshire (2011 T763; PAS-FCAE32)  

The provisional valuer suggested £1,050. The Committee inspected the assemblage in light of this 
and commented on the attraction of the gold beads and of the complete beaker, which it felt had been 
slightly undervalued.  The Committee recommended £1,150. Windsor Museum hopes to acquire. 
 
4. Middle Bronze Age gold strip from Marlborough area, Wiltshire (2013 T326; WILT-

26F931) 



The provisional valuer suggested £175. The Committee examined the gold strip in light of this and 
noted that the decorative striations and piercings made it an interesting piece. In agreement with the 
provisional valuer, the Committee recommended £175. Wiltshire Heritage Museum hopes to acquire. 
 
5. Probable Bronze Age gold strip from Wantage, Oxfordshire (2013 T674; PAS-446915) 

The provisional valuer suggested £200. The Committee inspected the gold strip in light of this and 
commented on its attraction as a decorative artefact, which made it of greater worth than its bullion 
value.  In agreement with the provisional valuer, the Committee recommended £200. Oxfordshire 
Museums Service hopes to acquire. 
 
6. Late Bronze Age base metal hoard (2) from Sutton, Herefordshire (2013 T494, HESH-

A81AA5) – 2
nd

 viewing 

The provisional valuer had recommended £125, and the Committee had seen the item at its meeting 
of 17th December 2014 and recommended £125.  The finder submitted a challenge to the 
recommended valuation.  The Committee took account of this as it viewed the hoard again.   
 
The Committee noted that the finder’s letter did not contain any evidence in the form of parallels in 
the market or a professional valuation of the find to support his desire to see the valuation increased. 
The finder appealed to the uniqueness of the find but the Committee felt that this had already been 
taken into consideration in the initial valuation. Finding nothing further in the finder’s letter to cause 
it to depart from its original valuation, the Committee recommended £125. 
 
The Committee appreciated the finder’s wish to have the hoard displayed at his own home, but 
pointed out that as an item of Treasure it was the property of the Crown and as long as a museum 
wished to acquire the hoard, it could not be returned. The finder had also mentioned in his letter his 
reluctance to report similar finds in the future and the Committee felt it important to highlight that it 
is a legal requirement to report any find of potential Treasure.  
 
Early Medieval artefacts 
 
7. Viking silver arm-ring fragment from Kilgetty/Cresselly, Pembrokshire (13.07; NMGW-

22CFAA) 
The provisional valuer suggested £50. The Committee examined the arm-ring in light of this and felt 
that it was greatly undervalued.  It was compared to an example from Barmby Moor, East Riding of 
Yorkshire (2004 T270; Treasure Annual Report 2004, No.77) which was valued at £150 but weighed 
less than the current example.  The Committee recommended £300. National Museum Wales hopes 
to acquire. 
 
8. Early Medieval silver-gilt object from Cranfield, Bedfordshire (2013 T672; BH-E811E5) – 

2nd viewing 
The first provisional valuer suggested £700-£900. The Committee had seen the item at its meeting of 
29th October 2014 and requested a second provisional valuation. The second provisional valuer 
suggested £110. The finder submitted comments and comparisons from Timeline Auctions, and the 
Committee considered these along with his submissions prior to the previous meeting. 
 
The Committee thanked the finder for his letters and agreed that the provisional valuations were 
some way below what it felt to be an accurate value for the item from Cranfield.  It was thought to be 
an attractive item of good substance which had unfortunately suffered some damage, and it was the 
Committee’s view that it would not achieve a value at auction close to that of the Great Dalby mount, 
cited by the finder. The Committee pointed to two items which it had valued in the past, silver-gilt 
tubular objects similar in appearance and decoration to the Cranfield item, from Grantham, 
Lincolnshire (2003 T77; BM-4E550E, valued at £3,250) and Burton Lazars, Leicestershire (2003 
T79; BM-4E8495, valued at £2,100).  It also noted that the finder quoted a member of staff from 
Timeline Auctions as having said that the Cranfield mount would likely be in the low thousands. 
 
Taking all of this into consideration, the Committee recommended £2,000. The Higgins Bedford 
Museum hopes acquire. 
 
9. Early Medieval gold mount in the shape of a fish from Ballyalton, County Down (NI 14.01) – 

2
nd

 viewing 
The first provisional valuer suggested £5,000-£6,000. The Committee had seen the mount at its 
meeting of 17th December 2014, when it requested a second provisional valuation.  The second 



provisional valuer suggested £1,000.  The finder supplied a private valuation from Christie’s for 
£7,000 - £10,000. 
 
The Committee took account of all of the above as it viewed the item again. It cited an example of an 
Early Medieval fish mount which it had valued in the past, from East Walton, Norfolk (2008 T693; 
NMS-AA0858). That mount weighed 5.8g and was gilded-silver, but was felt to feature finer 
decoration than the mount from Ballyalton.  The Committee also pointed to an example being sold by 
Timeline Auctions on 13 February 2015, lot 433, which had a pre-auction estimate of £400 - £600 
and weighed 5.78g.  The item being sold at Timeline was also noted as being gilded-silver but again 
it was felt that the decoration was superior to that of the Ballyalton mount, which, although being 
made of gold, was observed to be a layer of gold over a copper-alloy base. 
 
The Committee noted that the valuation from Christie’s was formed on the basis of photographs and 
that the valuer had not seen the item in person, and that the valuation figure provided no comparable 
examples from the market.  The first provisional valuer had provided examples, but the Committee 
felt that these were not close comparisons to the Ballyalton mount. 
 
Having regard to all of these factors, the Committee recommended £1,500. National Museums 
Northern Ireland hopes to acquire.  
 
Medieval Artefacts 
 
10. Medieval silver seal-matrix from Hyssington, Powys (12.12; WMID-F2E691) 

The provisional valuer suggested £150. The Committee examined the seal-matrix in light of this and 
commented that its association with a woman from the medieval period would attract attention on the 
market.  It was felt to be a nicely made-example and the Committee felt that it had been undervalued 
by the provisional valuer.  The Committee recommended £300. National Museum Wales hopes to 
acquire. 
 
11. Medieval silver brooch from Whitley, Cheshire (2013 T442; LANCUM-D410A5) 

The provisional valuer suggested £50. The finder and landowner waived their right to a reward in 
order that the Grosvenor Museum could acquire the item at no expense. 
 
12. Medieval silver brooch from Hawton area, Nottinghamshire (2014 T314; DENO-38ABF2) 
The provisional valuer suggested £60-£100. The Committee inspected the brooch in light of this and 
commented that it was a slightly damaged example of a common type. In agreement with the 
provisional valuer, the Committee recommended £80. Newark Museum hopes to acquire. 
 
13. Medieval silver-gilt mount from Stockland Bristol, Somerset (2014 T229; SOM-505DD6) 

The provisional valuer suggested £130. The Committee viewed the mount in light of this and 
commented on its tiny size. It was noted to be unwearable because of the loss of its suspension loop, 
but was nonetheless felt to be an attractive piece. In agreement with the provisional valuer, the 
Committee recommended £130. The Museum of Somerset hopes to acquire. 
 
14. Medieval silver-gilt strap fitting from Billingborough, Lincolnshire (2013 T700; LVPL-

76DB10) 

The provisional valuer suggested £415. The finder supplied comments on the provisional valuation, 
which he felt to be too low. The Committee took this into account as it inspected the strap fitting, and 
agreed that it was an interesting item, and that the cast lions were particularly attractive.  The 
difficulty in finding a precise parallel was acknowledged and the Committee felt that this piece 
would command more attention on the market than allowed for in the provisional valuation. The 
Committee recommended £500. The Collection, Lincoln, hopes to acquire. 
 
15. Late Medieval to Post-Medieval silver finger-ring from Milton Abbas, Dorset (2013 T425; 

DOR-ABD303) 
The provisional valuer suggested £250-£300. The finder submitted comments on the provisional 
valuation. The Committee took this in to account as it viewed the object. The Committee commented 
on the lightness of the ring and felt that its level of attraction had been adequately accounted for in 
the suggested value. The Committee did not find any evidence in the finder’s letter to support his 
claim that the ring would achieve a higher figure at auction. In agreement with the provisional valuer, 
the Committee recommended £250. Dorset County Museum hopes to acquire. 
 



16.  Late Medieval gold finger-ring from Woking, Surrey (2013 T520; SUR-4E3DB3) 

The provisional valuer suggested £450. The finder supplied a private valuation from at 
DNW, for £2,500 - £3,000. The Committee took this into consideration as it viewed the ring.  It 
found the ring to be attractive and commented that the stone was large and well-mounted.   
 
The Committee drew comparisons to several examples due to be sold at Timeline Auctions in their 
sale of 13 February 2015; lot 826 (estimated at £1,200 - £1,800) and lot 827 (estimated at £800 - 
£1,200). When taking all of this into account, the Committee felt that the provisional valuation was 
far too low, and recommended £1,750. The Lightbox, Woking, hopes to acquire. 
 
17. Late Medieval silver spoon from Newington, Oxfordshire (2014 T305; BERK-203428) 
The provisional valuer suggested £800. The Committee viewed the spoon in light of this and noted 
the evidence of heavy wear, commenting that the split in the bowl would detract from its appeal on 
the market.  The Committee felt that the provisional valuation was an overestimate, and 
recommended £700. Oxfordshire Museums Service hopes to acquire. 
 
18. Medieval gold finger-ring from Belton, Rutland (2014 T242; LEIC-F14C55) 

The provisional valuer suggested £1,000-£1,500. The acquiring museum supplied comments on the 
provisional valuation. The Committee inspected the finger-ring in light of this and found it to be an 
attractive example.  It was noted that the hoop was thin but the ring was still wearable.  The example 
cited by the provisional valuer was felt to be slightly finer than the Belton ring.  In agreement with 
the provisional valuer, the Committee recommended £1,200. Rutland County Museum hopes to 
acquire. 
 
19. Late Medieval to Post-Medieval silver-gilt finger-ring from Silsden, Bradford (2014 T348; 

SWYOR-DB0A17) 

The provisional valuer suggested £400. The finder submitted comments, expressing his view that the 
provisional valuation was too low.  The Committee examined the ring in light of this and noted that 
the provisional valuation was well-supported by examples in the market. The finder’s letter was 
found to contain no evidence to support his views, and in agreement with the provisional valuer, the 
Committee recommended £400. Bradford Museum hopes to acquire. 
 
Post-Medieval Artefacts 

 
20. Post-Medieval silver buckle from York area, North Yorkshire (2013 T947; SWYOR-

F0FF12) 

The provisional valuer suggested £30. Harrogate Museum had hoped to acquire but withdrew their 
interest. 
 
21. Post-Medieval silver cufflink element from Hallow, Worcestershire (2014 T627; WAW-

26575A) 

The provisional valuer suggested £20. The Committee inspected the cufflink element in light of this, 
commenting on the clear decoration.  The Committee noted that the item was of a similar type that 
the Committee had often valued in the past. In line with recommendations for those items, the 
Committee recommended a value of £25.  Museums Worcestershire hopes to acquire. 
 
22. Post-Medieval silver bodkin from Burton Overy, Leicestershire (2013 T577; LEIC-B982D4) 
The provisional valuer suggested £60-£80. The Committee viewed the bodkin in light of this and 
observed that it was quite substantial and featured interesting decoration and inscribed initials.  In 
agreement with the provisional valuer, the Committee recommended £80. Leicestershire County 
Council Museums Service hopes to acquire. 
 
23. Post-Medieval silver hawking bell from Lamphey, Pembrokeshire (11.23; NMGW-4EF0A2) 
The provisional valuer suggested £340. The Committee examined the bell in light of this and 
commented that the bell appeared to be rather larger than most hawking bells it had seen before.  It 
noted that it had in the past valued ‘ordinary’ bells of non-specific function which were similar to this 
in size and appearance at much lower values than that suggested.  However, the Committee agreed 
that an association with falconry carried with it a marketable appeal and felt that if the museum was 
confident that this item was indeed a hawking bell, the suggested value was correct. In agreement 
with the provisional valuer, the Committee recommended £340. National Museum Wales hopes to 
acquire. 
 



24. *Post-medieval silver spoon from Stoke Gabriel, Devon (2013 T197; DEV-2C36C3) 

The provisional valuer suggested £60. The Committee examined the spoon in light of this and noted 
that it was fairly substantial and featured inscribed initials and a date, however did not have any other 
silver marks.  It was also observed to be quite distorted and the Committee felt that the suggested 
value was accurate for a spoon from this date and in this condition.  In agreement with the 
provisional valuer, the Committee recommended £60. Torquay Museum hopes to acquire. 
 
25. Post-Medieval gold dress hook from Saltburn, Redcar & Cleveland (2010 T299; DUR-

7DC028) 

The provisional valuer suggested £100-£150. The Committee examined the dress hook in light of this 
and felt that its damaged state would lessen its appeal on the market, despite its gold composition.  
The Committee recommended £75. Kirkleatham Museum hopes to acquire. 
 
26. Post-Medieval gold posy-ring from Eden area, Cumbria (2014 T460; LANCUM-ECBF55) 
The provisional valuer suggested £120. The Committee viewed the posy-ring in light of this and felt 
that its damaged condition would prevent it from achieving the suggested figure on the open market, 
given the number of similar items in better condition which are regularly seen. The Committee 
recommended £90. Penrith and Eden Museum hopes to acquire. 
 
27. Post-Medieval gold posy-ring from Grange of Ballywater, County Antrim (NI 14.02) 

The provisional valuer suggested £300. The finder submitted comments expressing his view that the 
provisional valuation was too low, and supplied examples from Timeline Auctions to support his 
claim.  The Committee took account of this as it viewed the ring, which was observed to be light and 
thin, but reasonably attractive. The Committee felt that the provisional valuation was too low and 
recommended £500. National Museums Northern Ireland hopes to acquire. 
 
28. Post-Medieval silver hooked clasp from Talgarth, Powys (11.20; NMGW-4E90C6) 
The provisional valuer suggested £120. The Committee viewed the hooked clasp in light of this. It 
commented that the clasp had been an ornate and attractive item but felt that the significant damage 
had lowered its commercial appeal, and recommended £90. Brecknock Museum hopes to acquire. 
 
29. Early Post-Medieval silver-gilt pendant from Fishguard and Goodwick, Pembrokeshire 

(12.23; NMGW-221F3A) 

The provisional valuer suggested £700. The finder submitted comments with regards to this and the 
Committee took these into account as it viewed the pendant.  The item was felt to be an attractive 
piece which was quite well-preserved, and the Committee wondered whether it was of British 
manufacture or whether it may have come from abroad. The Committee felt that the item’s rarity and 
visual appeal had been well accounted for in the suggested valuation, and in agreement with the 
provisional valuer, the Committee recommended £700. National Museum Wales hopes to acquire. 
 
30. Post-Medieval gold crucifix pendant from Skellow, Doncaster (2013 T807; SWYOR-

7346E4) 
The first provisional valuer suggested £5000; the second provisional valuer suggested £800. The 
museum supplied comments on the provisional valuations, and provided examples to support its 
view. The finder and landowner also supplied comments on the provisional valuations. The 
Committee took account of all of the above as it viewed the pendant.   
 
The decoration and completeness of the pendant, with its removable backplate and contents, were felt 
to contribute to its appeal. It was also noted that cruciform pendants of this size and date are much 
rarer in England than medieval examples, and so the item’s English provenance was also a positive 
point of interest.  Therefore the examples supplied by the museum were not seen to be accurate 
indicators of the potential for the Skellow pendant on the market.  Following on from that, the logic 
followed by the first provisional valuer was felt to be wayward, but the figure he suggested was 
thought by the Committee to represent a much more realistic estimate of the value of the piece than 
that suggested by the second valuer. In agreement with the first valuer, the Committee recommended 
£5,000. Doncaster Museum hopes to acquire. 
 
Item 3: Coins 
 
Iron Age Coins 
 
31. Iron Age gold coins (10) from East of Colchester, Essex (2013 T256; ESS-E8C5F5) – 2

nd
 



viewing 

The provisional valuer had suggested £1650. The Committee had seen the coins at its meeting of 29th 
October 2014 and recommended £1450. One of the finders challenged the recommended valuation 
for the coins that he found (nos. 8 & 9, valued at £180 and £80 respectively). The Committee took 
this into consideration as it examined the coins again. It remarked that coin number 8 was indeed a 
better example than initially appreciated and that its value could be slightly increased, though it felt 
that it had valued coin number 9 correctly, and that its valuation should remain the same.  The 
Committee recommended £200 for coin number 8 and £80 for coin number 9, raising the entire 
recommended value to £1,470. 
The breakdown of values by finder is as follows: 
1. £120 
2. £100 
3. £200 
4. £200 
5. £50 
6. £50 
7. £450 
8. £200 
9. £80  
10. £20 
 
Colchester and Ipswich Museums Service hopes to acquire. 
 
Post-Medieval Coins 
 
32. Post-Medieval silver coins (6) from Mold, Flintshire (13.02; NMGW-204FF6) 

The provisional valuer suggested £3,944. The Committee examined the coins in light of this and felt 
that the provisional valuation was accurate and well-supported. The Committee noted that the first 
five coins did indeed appear to have been cleaned after discovery. The Committee pointed out to the 
finder that this was not recommended and drew his attention to paragraph 47 of the Treasure Act 
Code of Practice which says ‘…Inappropriate cleaning can reduce the value (both archaeological and 
commercial) of finds. Where cleaning occurs, the finder gains nothing by way of an increased 
commercial value as reflected in the reward and may risk a reduction of the reward by virtue of the 
cleaning…’. The Committee felt that the suggested value adequately accounted for the reduced 
appeal of the over-cleaned coins, and in agreement with the provisional valuer, recommended 
£3,944. Flintshire Museums Service hopes to acquire. 
 
[Tim Pestell left the room] 

 
Item 4: Norfolk Cases 
 
33. Early Medieval gold bracteate and armlet from Holt area, Norfolk (2013 T628; LVPL-

511952, LVPL-5146E4) 

The provisional valuer suggested £4,000 for the bracteate and £8,000 for the armlet. The Committee 
viewed the two items in light of this. It noted that the bracteate was die-identical to an earlier find 
from the same place, (2009 T657, LVPL-43ADD1) which had been valued at £6,250.  The bracteate 
under discussion was seen to be much more crumpled than the earlier find, and also lighter, and the 
Committee felt that the suggested value accurately reflected this.  The armlet was felt to be an 
attractive piece and rare.  In agreement with the provisional valuer, the Committee recommended 
£4,000 for the bracteate and £8,000 for the armlet. Norwich Castle Museum hopes to acquire. 
 
34. Early Medieval silver penny from ‘Mildenhall area’, Suffolk (2014 T14; SF-002DD1) 

The provisional valuer suggested £195. The Committee inspected the coin in light of this and 
commented that it was a rare coin but that the extensive damage would limit its appeal on the market. 
In agreement with the provisional valuer, the Committee recommended £195. 
Acquiring Museum: Norwich Castle Museum 
 
[Tim Pestell re-entered the room] 
 
 

Item 5: British Museum Cases 

 



35. Middle Bronze Age gold bead from Newent, Gloucestershire (2014 T358; GLO-46CA05) 

The provisional valuer suggested £50. The Committee viewed the bead in light of this and found it 
to be an attractive example which would command interest on the market. The Committee 
recommended £100. The British Museum hopes to acquire. 
 
 
36. Bronze Age gold ornaments (8), pottery and copper alloy awl from Woolaston, 

Gloucestershire (2013 T805, GLO-E9EC16) -2
nd

 viewing 
The first provisional valuer suggested £22,000-£28,000. The second provisional valuer suggested 
£18,000. The finders had also supplied comments. The Committee had seen the items and 
considered the finders’ comments at its meeting of 29th October 2014 and recommended £20,000. 
The finders submitted a challenge.  The Committee took account of this as it considered the case 
again. 
 
The Committee advised the finders that in accordance with paragraph 66 of the Treasure Act Code 
of Practice, the valuation ‘will be as at the time of finding of the object and in the condition in 
which it was found’. Finds are therefore not cleaned or conserved prior to valuation, and the 
Committee explained that the bracelets could clearly be counted and appreciated without taking 
them apart.   
 
The Committee had already taken account of the information provided by the finders in the form of 
their comparisons to the Foxley Hoard (aka, ‘Bawdeswell area’, Norfolk; 2005 T347; NMS-
1FE356) and the Rosemorran Hoard.  The Committee noted that these comparisons were heavier 
and larger than the Woolaston group.  The Committee also explained that increasing these past 
valuations for inflation was not an accurate method of estimating the worth of a different hoard, 
and that values for artefacts fluctuate over time according to current demand.   
 
With regards to the comparison of the European double-spiral bangle, it was pointed out that the 
Committee’s valuations do not include a sum for buyer’s premium, which is felt to be extra to the 
market value of a piece.  This single item weighed 99g, more than all of the Woolaston bracelets 
together, and thus the fact that it achieved a figure at auction close to that suggested for the 
Woolaston bracelets did not seem inappropriate. 
 
The Committee found nothing further in the letter from the finders to cause it to depart from its 
original recommendation, and confirmed a value of £20,000.  The British Museum hopes to 
acquire. 
 
37. Post-Medieval gold locket from Golborne David, Cheshire (2012 T512; LVPL-53C9B4) 

The first provisional valuer suggested £4,000. The Committee viewed the item at its meeting of 
10th September 2014 and requested a second valuation. The second provisional valuer suggested 
£2,000-£3,000. The Committee examined the item again in light of this.  It found the piece to be 
very attractive and agreed that it was difficult to find a close comparison in the sale room.  It was 
noted that the examples suggested by the second provisional valuer had pre-sale estimates of 
£3,000 - £5,000 and that one reached £5,377.50.  The English provenance of the Golborne David 
locket was felt to add considerably to its appeal and the Committee recommended £5,000. The 
British Museum hopes to acquire. 
 
Item 6: Any other business 

 
Recent Bronze Age base-metal hoard (2015 T64; IOW-622CD9) 

The Finds Liaison Officer on the Isle of Wight has had a Bronze Age Base Metal hoard reported to 
him.  It will be possible for him to complete the report for the Coroner locally.  The Isle of Wight 
Heritage Service may wish to acquire it and so it may need to be valued.  The Committee heard 
that the entirety of the hoard weighs a considerable amount and would present difficulty in 
transporting to London, but most of it is made up of nondescript bronze ingot fragments. The 
Committee agreed that it made sense for valuations of the nondescript fragments to be performed 
by photograph, with reference to the weights and dimensions, to avoid unnecessary expense in 
transporting them to London.  The Committee felt that any complete bun ingots should be looked 
at more closely. 
 
Treasure Annual Report Launch  

The next launch of the Annual Report is due to take place on Tuesday, 10 February, at 9:00am  



 
 
Date of Next meeting:  
The Committee agreed that it was content to have the next meeting on Thursday, 9th April, at 
11:00am 
 
 
 



Provisional valuations: 

 
1.  

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 




